
M(V)NO eSIM Profile Development

How the eSIM enables M(V)Nos to be back in control without having in-depth 
technical know-how and how to seize this opportunity

The Challenge

With the eSIM comes change. Not only for consumers,

who won’t need to physically exchange SIM cards to

make use of their new provider contract, but also for

M(V)NOs who have the opportunity to be back in

control over the eSIM profiles. Controlling your eSIM

profile means controlling the product functionality,

quality and economics of what is your core business.

Before the eSIM, the engineering of the SIM was mainly

conducted by the M(V)NO’s SIM card supplier with at

least partially proprietary technology. This very often

resulted in a severe lack of transparency of how the SIM

was designed and what it contains, and thus, a severe

lack of control for M(V)NOs. An alarming situation

because it means losing control over all the

configurations that enable communication services on

mobile devices. In other words, problems with

functionality and quality of the SIM immediately results

in customer issues which come with customer care effort

and loss of credibility.

With eSIMs, however, this situation is changing.

eSIM profiles are separated from the hardware,

standardized and are delivered to the eSIM of a

customer’s device now easily interchangeable via

Remote SIM Provisioning. The providers of the Remote

SIM Provisioning Services are more open to collaborate

with M(V)NOs, providing, for example, transparency of

the created profile and co-engineering. Also more

options are available for MVNOs: often, they are enabled

to create their own eSIM profiles or the underlying MNO

is providing its own profile as a starting point.

These are all very exciting changes in the landscape of

the industry. However, the years of not being able to be

in control have let to a new challenge:

How do you actually control, create and evolve eSIM

profiles when you don’t have the organically grown

technical Know-How?

Use-case in the eSIM / Remote SIM Provisioning product area

The Solution

COMPRION provides a set of effective tools & services to

empower M(V)NOs to work with eSIM profiles without the

need of in-depth technical knowledge. We help you get

back into control with the eUICC Profile Manager.

(1) GSMA SAS is an industry-defined security regime for eSIM and all

processes related to it. Certified eSIMs (mandatory for commercial devices)

will only be able to communicate with a respectively certified Remote SIM

Provisioning Service. Only specific test eSIMs / devices can communicate

with a lab / test environment.

• Creator: create, edit, modify / update and validate TCA

profile packages.

• Explorer: read, edit, modify / update the current file

system and applications of an eUICC via the MNO OTA

/ ES6 Interface.

• Loader Consumer / M2M devices: load, enable,

disable and delete profiles of M2M and consumer

device test eUICCs in a non GSMA SAS environment(1).

• eSIM Test Profile Service: Load profiles to commercial

consumer devices in a GSMA SAS compliant

environment(1).
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Customer Segment

• M(V)NOs

• Connectivity providers for M2M

• Private / campus network providers

Related COMPRION Products

• eUICC Profile Creator; eUICC Profile Manager Loader

Consumer / M2M and Explorer

• eSIM Test Profile Service

• Test2Match

• FileTreeExpress

Our software solution facilitates creating, modifying and

validating eSIM profiles. Also, it allows to load, enable,

disable and delete eSIM profiles on unsoldered as well as

soldered eSIMs (i.e. within a complete mobile device).

This is supported for M2M as well as Consumer eSIMs /

devices. With the eSIM Test Profile Service, we can even

manage profiles on commercial Consumer devices.

In order to prevent interoperability issues between a

created eSIM profile and concrete eSIMs / eSIM devices,

COMPRION provide its Test2Match service (see our

„M(V)NO eSIM Profile Interoperability Testing“ use case

document).

Our product & service portfolio allows you to take your

role in eSIM profile engineering even if your technical

level of expertise is limited. E.g. the created profile is

automatically checked while you create or modify it for

syntactical and structural correctness. The content, which

sometimes can look quite cryptic, is semantically

interpreted and allows you to assess and discuss it on this

level. Templates and profile-specific assistance guides you

through the engineering process.

One of the most helpful facilitators is the ability to start

the creation of a profile with the „eSIM profile equivalent

of your proven SIM“. Our tools support you to generate

such a starting point and you don’t need to start from

scratch. OR you let COMPRION’s professional service do

this on behalf of you.

Business benefit

Controlling your eSIM profile means controlling the

product functionality, quality and economics of what is

your core business. Problems with functionality and

quality immediately result in customer issues which come

with customer care effort and loss of credibility.

Even if you do not fully create your own eSIM profiles

totally on your own, you can use the available tools and

services to co-operate with your Remote SIM Provisioning

provider and still stay in control (see also COMPRION’s

“M(V)NO Profile Validation” use case document).

Being able to control eSIM profile settings also allows you

to launch products with which you can differentiate your

product from the competition. E.g. differentiation by

feature (e.g. differentiated QoS products using 5G

network slicing) and/or by price (e.g. M2M connectivity

providers steering the use of underlying MNO networks

very intelligently).

eSIMs enable M(V)NOs to get back into control. And

COMPRION enables M(V)NOs to seize this opportunity.

Get in touch with us to discuss your specific business need:
E-mail: sales@comprion.com 

Phone: +49 5251 6859 0

Learn more at https://www.comprion.com
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